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Peony Care newsletter: January 
 
 
Dear peony grower, 
 
For a long time now you are receiving this newsletter from us. With information regarding the 
cultivation of peonies. Because we are always looking for ways to improve ourselves, we would like 
to hear from you how relevant this information actually is. What are things you would like to see 
differently and are there topics on which you would like to receive more information? We greatly 
appreciate any feedback, so please let us know! 
 
Weed control 
 
Weed control in peonies does not go without problems. Especially now – the period before the 
growth of the eyes – it is best to spray Kerb in combination with Chloor IPC or Stomp and add a 
binder to it. 
 
Click here for all the information regarding Weed control. 
 
Fertilization 
 
Top quality peonies require good fertilizers. The time in which some of this or that was enough, is 
over. Peonies that have been growing for a couple of years can exhaust the soil and surely need 
fertilizers. 
 
It is all about balance. As with most things in life, this is also the case for the soil. 
 
Click here for all the information regarding Fertilization. 
 
Main elements 
 
The element nitrogen is most easily absorbed by the plant. Lots of nitrogen is needed during strong 
growth, like in the first weeks at the vegetative stage (length growth). There are two forms of 
nitrogen in your soil: ammonium nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen. Equal amounts of these two forms 
is ideally (a 1:1 ratio). 
 
A lack of nitrogen causes the plant to get light green or yellow foliage, flowering too early, less 
length growth and vulnerability to fungus diseases and insects. 
 
An excess inhibits Ca/Mg and boron uptake. 
 
Click here for all the information regarding Main elements. 
 

https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10519/weed_control.pdf
https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10520/fertilization.pdf
https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10521/main_elements.pdf
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The first shoots are coming out of the ground. The plant wants to get its sugar transport going 
again. Especially in this initial phase the crop needs boron, silicon and calcium. These three 
elements play a crucial role in the start of the growth. 
 
1) Boron activates silicon; 
2) Silicon starts the absorption of elements, starting with calcium; 
3) Calcium takes care of strong cell walls and thus a resilient crop. 
 
Click here for all information from Karo. 
 

 
Watering 
 
In the greenhouse and in the tunnel, the water supply is decisive for the result. Moisture leads cold 
into the ground. Moist soil and a proper organic matter content are important for the uptake of the 
fertilizers mentioned above. Drought during this period will damage flower production for the 
coming season. 
 
Slugs: the sneaky killers in your peonies! 
 
Slugs can cause a lot of damage in the winter months and early in the spring. Under glass, but also 
in your peony fields. Therefore be alert for gluttonous slugs and prevent damage to your peonies. 
 
Slugs (without a shell) and snails (with a shell) are mollusks. Slugs without a shell mostly appear 
under glass and they can cause much damage in many varieties. They are not very particular in 
their choice of food. 
 
Click here for all information regarding Slugs. 
 
Botrytis 
 
The first treatment against Botrytis has to take place when the plants start to emerge. The fungus 
lingers during the winter at the surface of the soil. Therefore the new shoots will be infected when 
they emerge from the soil.  
 
Click here for all information regarding Botrytis. 
 
 

https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10522/karo_january-1.pdf
https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10523/slugs.pdf
https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10524/botrytis-1.pdf
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In the following link you will find our extensive and updated peony assortment of 2020 – 
2021: 
 
Peony Catalog 2020 – 2021 
 
Green Works also supplies other summer flower starting material, like: Ranunculus Butterfly™, 
Ranunculus Romance™, Asclepias Beatrix® and Helleborus or. Queens™. 

 
For more information, please consult our website or contact: 
 
Ed Kleijbeuker tel. 0031 (0)6 24 94 64 05 | ed@green-works.nl 
Daan Kneppers tel. 0031 (0)6 51 82 47 12 | daan@green-works.nl 
 
Also, follow Green Works on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn for more relevant 

information about Helleborus or. Queens™ amongst other things. 

 

 

 

 

 

Green Works is the grower specialized in young planting material for Peonies, Ranunculus, special pot plants and summer cut flowers. 

Green Works also is a large grower of peonies for the successful cultivation for cut flower and trade, in the Netherlands and abroad. We 

supply within the Netherlands and globally to professional growers and (export) traders. With support in cultivation, promotion and 

sales, Green Works offers a total package to put an unique and healthy product on the market: www.green-works.nl/en 

Green Works can never be held liable for any cultural information given and only to be used as a guideline. The grower is at all times 
responsible for his own action and to read the label of the chemicals being used. 

https://www.green-works.nl/site/assets/files/10457/peony_catalog_zp_-_email.pdf
http://green-works.nl/en/
mailto:ed@green-works.nl
mailto:daan@green-works.nl
https://twitter.com/GreenWorksNL
https://www.facebook.com/greenworksinternational/
https://www.instagram.com/green_works_international/?hl=nl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/2449922/admin/
http://www.green-works.nl/en

